FIRST—Make Pumpkin Cloud Dough
1 bag of flour
2 cups of powered orange tempera paint
2 Cups of Vegetable Oil
3 Table Spoons Pumpkin Pie Spice
3 tablespoons of vanilla
Mix altogether till it forms a wet sand mixture.

Second—let your student explore and play
with the dough…
Small pie pans and measuring cups are lots
of fun with this dough. Make pretend
pumpkin pie.
Use the mini—mats on page 4 and 5 to
create more fun with the dough.

Last—let your students bring home some
fun! Use baby food containers. Have your
students stuff the dough in the containers.
Add a stem (Page 3 has a template).
Add a face with a sharpie.
Send home with the mini-mat of page 4 and
5.
Now the fun can go on at home…

Here is my Spookly the Square Pumpkin Container that I made in
today. It has Pumpkin Cloud Dough inside of it. This is a little mat I can use with
the Pumpkin Cloud Dough craft I made today. The dough is safe to touch and play
with just like clay.

Here is my Spookly the Square Pumpkin Container that I made in
today. It has Pumpkin Cloud Dough inside of it. This is a little mat I can use with
the Pumpkin Cloud Dough craft I made today. The dough is safe to touch and play
with just like clay.

I can use this mat for lots of fun…. How many clay pumpkins can I fit on the mat?
What happens if I take two away? I can add five and recite the
Five Little Pumpkins song….
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Five little pumpkins sitting on a gate,
The first one said,
"Oh my, it's getting late."
The second one said,
"But we don't care."
The third one said,
"I see witches in the air."
The fourth one said,
"Let's run, and run, and run."
The fifth one said,
"Get ready for some fun."
Then whoosh went the wind,
and out went the lights,
And five little pumpkins rolled out of sight!
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